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Dear Parents and Carers, 

 

The main focus of my communication this week is to share with you the changes we are 

making to improve behaviour. These have been explained in tutor time today but if your child 

has questions, please do ask them to follow up with their tutor on Monday. 

 

Why are we making changes? 

 The main priority in lessons is teaching and learning.  

 To keep teaching and learning at the forefront of lessons, we have simplified the 

behaviour systems to maximise teaching time and reduce lost time in lessons. 

 We have made these changes to allow teachers to teach and students to learn.  

 We believe having the right processes in place will enable students to enjoy lessons, be 

inspired and realise their potential. 

 

Guidance to students: 

 

Behaviour 

 

What will happen? 

 

Sanction 

 

You are not focussed on your 

learning 

 

Behaviour conversation: You 

will be reminded that you 

should be working – your 

teacher will try to establish 

what the problem is and help 

resolve it. 

 

No sanction 

 

If you carry on with not 

focussing on your learning 

 

You will receive a formal 

warning (C1).  

 

You will be given a 30 minute 

after school detention. 

 

If you are still not focused on 

learning 

 

You will be given a C2 and 

you will be sent to the referral 

room. 

 

You will spend the rest of the 

lesson in the referral room 

and will also receive a 30 

minute after school 

detention. 

 

(Depending on the reason 

you were sent to the referral 

room, you may need to stay 

for the rest of the day). 

 

Other changes from Monday: 

Lunch detentions will stop, and all detentions will become after school and will last 30 minutes 

 

  



Forthcoming events for parents: 

Thursday 23rd March 2023 – Year 9 Options Launch evening (4:30 to 6pm) 

 

And finally, I’m delighted to end the week by praising all students’ conduct during our annual 

lockdown drill this afternoon which was impeccable during and after the drill. This meant that 

we were able to complete the drill quickly and calmly.  

 

We hope that you and your families have a restful and relaxing weekend.  

 

Yours sincerely,  

 
 

Lauren Phillips (Ms) 

Principal 


